
27 March 1993 

Harold Weisberg 
Frederick, Maryland 

Harold, 

This letter is just to let you know that I have ceased to 

work and have any contact with Harrison Edward Livingstone. 

just found out some of the things that he has been doing and I want 

no part of it. I sincerely apologize for his behavior. 

In light of the following facts I have terminated all contact 

with Harry and I have formally notified him of the reasons: 

1) Harry apparently is continuing to harass you by mail. 

have spoken to him about this and have even advised him to re-

evaluate the information that he has about you. According to him, 

Mark Crouch is the person who has given him the majority of the 

information. I don't know that this is true but he got it from 

someone. 

2) Harry has apparently written and/or called several oersons 

and told them that the Baltimore Police Department is conducting an 

official investigation into the Kennedy Assassination with him. 

I can assure you that this is not the case. We do not have nor 

ever had, jurisdiction in this case and I can safely say we never 

will have jurisdiction. These statements by Harry, which came to 

me via a reliable source, violate my agreement with him and are 

contrary to professional and ethical conduct and they cannot be 



permitted. 

3) This third book has turned away from the assassination and 

now appears to be aimed at attacking the researchers. I want no 

part of this. I have never seen even one piece of evidence that 

• you, Mary Ferrell, Gary Shaw or Gary Mack were involved either 

directly or indirectly. I have sent him a letter detailing why I 

feel his information is flawed and should not be printed. I am 

even considering writing to Carroll and Graf myself and asking that 

they remove any negative references to the researchers and detail 

the reasons. They should listen to me since I was a researcher for 

the book. 

4) Harry has continued harassing Mary Ferrell. I told him 

that he is wrong about her and to leave her alone but I just found 

out that he is at it again. 

Once again I sincerely apologize for what Harry has done and 

I assure you that I will do everything in my power to stop him from 

harming innocent people such as yourself. 

I have enclosed my letter officially ending my work with 

Harry. The letter detailing the reasons is not enclosed due to the 

nature and content. 

RICHARD L. WA 	GHT JR. 
6527 Cleveland Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21222 
1-410-633-2396 


